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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a video 360 navigation and streaming system for
Mobile HMD devices. The Navigation Graph (NG) concept is used to
predict future views that use a graph model that captures both tem-
poral and spatial viewing behavior of prior viewers. Visualization
of video 360 content navigation and view prediction algorithms is
used for assessment of Quality of Experience (QoE) and evaluation
of the accuracy of the NG-based view prediction algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile Head Mounted Displays (HMD) allow viewers to enjoy
Virtual Reality (VR) contents including video 360 anywhere. Mobile
HMDs receive video streams frommedia server and render the video
to show a 360-degree view based on the viewer’s head movement.
However, video 360 requires very high bandwidth to be streamed
over the mobile network, because video 360 movies have very high
spatial resolution. Therefore, it is necessary to cut the video into
smaller resolution videos, so called tiles, and stream the tiles which
are necessary to cover the viewport. Since there is a latency between
the media server and the mobile HMD, the mobile HMD should
request future tiles in advance from the server to continuously
show high quality video to the viewer.

Even though viewers have freedom to see anywhere in the video
360 content, there are physical restrictions that limit the viewers’ be-
havior. For example, a viewer cannot suddenly turn their head more
than 180-degree and the viewer cannot watch two separate regions
at the same time. Moreover, there are common head movement
patterns that many viewers show while they are watching the same
video. These facts help modeling how viewers navigate through
the video 360 content. The Navigation Graph (NG) concept [7] is
used to build the viewing and navigation behavior model of video
360 content. This model gathers view information from many prior
viewers for each video 360 movie to generate a NG for each video
360 and this information is provided to the mobile HMDs when they
request video segments. Mobile HMDs predict the viewer’s future
view using the NG information to request appropriate qualities of
future tiles.
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Figure 1: Video 360 Content Navigation System

Our approach of using the NG-concept is different from other
view prediction algorithms using Linear Regression (LR) [1, 6] or
classification of viewers into groups [5] to use different probability
maps. LR is useful for capturing temporal variations of viewer’s be-
havior and classification of viewers is helpful to find spatial regions
of viewers’ interest. The NG represents a systematic viewing model
that gathers multiple viewers’ information and records both tempo-
ral and spatial navigation behaviors of viewers. Moreover, the NG is
compatible with Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
because mobile HMDs can perform rate adaptation heuristic us-
ing NG-information that can be found in the Media Presentation
Description (MPD) file.

2 VIDEO 360 NAVIGATION AND STREAMING
SYSTEM

In this technical demonstration, we show a video 360 content navi-
gation and streaming system between a media server and a mobile
HMD (Figure 1) 1. The media server stores video 360 content and
NG information for each video 360 movie. Raw video 360 movies
have very high resolution, so each movie is divided into tiles. Tiles
are compressed using ffmpeg [2] to generate multiple copies of the
tiles with different qualities. We divided the equi-rectangular video
into 4 × 4 tiles and stored in a media server. Each tile is encoded
in three different qualities. The information about the adaptation
sets of tiles are stored in MPD file. The NG is updated whenever
the server receives view information from the mobile HMDs. We
have built the NG based on 48-viewers’ trace dataset [3]. The NG
information is provided to the mobile HMD along with the MPD.
Therefore, a viewer can watch high-quality video by predicting
future views using the NG information.

1https://youtu.be/LirmYGTzEPI
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Figure 2: View Prediction using Navigation Graph (NG)

We installed the ToucanVR [4] player on a Samsung Galaxy S8
phone to make the Android device work as a mobile HMD. Tou-
canVR can play the video either stored in the device or streamed
from the media server. The ToucanVR player performs rate adap-
tation algorithm to request appropriate qualities of tiles. NG in-
formation is used to calculate the probability that the tiles will be
shown in the next segment. The GearVR headset is attached to the
Samsung Galaxy S8 phone to display viewport and it sends back the
viewport information to the server. The server gathers viewport
information from the mobile HMD and updates the NG.

Figure 2 shows the example of an NG that is used to predict future
views given current view information. The NG has two possible
future views v2 and v3 when the current view is v1, which is a
set of visible tiles. The view transition probabilities, 𝑝 (v2 |v1) and
𝑝 (v3 |v1), are derived from the statistics for how many times other
viewers move from the current view to the subsequent views. The
mobile HMD requests tiles that have higher probability to be seen
first. Therefore, we can show high quality video in the viewer’s
viewport even when the network condition is bad.

3 VISUALIZATION OF SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

We visualize the performance of the navigation and streaming sys-
tem using two displays (Display 1 and Display 2 in Figure 1) to
evaluate Quality of Experience (QoE) and an accuracy of the view
prediction algorithm while streaming video 360. There are several
performance metrics introduced to measure the performance of
video 360 streaming systems. However, none of the metrics can
solely represent the performance of the systems because multime-
dia experience is difficult to express via numbers. Therefore, we
implement the visualization of real viewing experience of the view-
ers along with performance metrics to show actual performance of
the systems. It shows the actual quality of video 360 streamed over
the mobile network and corresponding performance metrics, such
as Viewport-PSNR (V-PSNR) and Precision (prediction accuracy).

First, view prediction results are represented by the selected
qualities of tiles (Figure 3). We color-code the outline of the tiles and
label the tiles as Low, Medium or High to represents the qualities
of the tiles which will be shown to the viewer. The viewport is
overlaid with the video to indicate the pixels that a viewer is actually
seeing. The outline of the actual viewport is represented by black
dots. In ideal case, tiles that have overlap with the viewport should

Figure 3: 4 × 4 Tiled Equirectangular Video with Viewport
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Figure 4: Precision
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Figure 5: V-PSNR

have high quality. Performance metrics, such as precision and V-
PSNR, are also plotted on the display. The prediction accuracy
is measured as precision, which is measured as

∑𝑇
𝑡=1min(𝑤𝑡 , 𝑔𝑡 )

where 𝑔𝑡 is a normalized ground truth that has 0 for non-visible
tiles and 1/(number of visible tiles) for visible tiles, and 𝑤𝑡 is a
predicted probability that tile 𝑡 will be shown in the future segment.
Figure 4 shows the precision results using NG-based prediction and
Baseline method (Linear Regression [6]). V-PSNR represents how
similar the received video is with the original videos. Figure 5 shows
the V-PSNR performance when NG-based prediction and Baseline
methods (LR andMONO) are used for the streaming system. MONO
represents the V-PSNR when every tile has the same probability to
be shown in the future segment assuming that the streaming system
has no prediction system. Second, we show the real viewport in our
system. The display of the mobile HMD is mirrored to the monitor,
so it can be observed what viewers watch. Mobile HMD shows
two videos for left and right eyes. Therefore, there are two similar
videos shown in the mirrored display (Display 2 in Figure 1).

4 CONCLUSION
We implement video 360 navigation and streaming system for mo-
bile HMD. It streams the video 360 from the server to the mobile
HMD over the mobile network. It efficiently utilizes the limited
bandwidth of mobile network by predicting future view using Nav-
igation Graph. We also implement the visualization of the system
to efficiently evaluate the system performance, including view pre-
diction and Quality of Experience (QoE).
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